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FIELD REPORT 
(The True* Account of Sunday, 12 October’s Battle Between Newcastle “Storm” 

and Edinburgh’s “Knights of the Round Korf”) 

______________ 
______________ 

 
STATISTICAL FACTS: 
 
 1 casualty, 1 possible fatality.  
 
 Brother Matt suffered a late-game ankle injury which might require 
amputation. At this time his status is uncertain – I ask all Knights to take a 
moment of silence to remember fallen player. 
 
 Brother Graham never made it to either of the matches. His whereabouts 
are unknown. We will be placing “Missing” signs around Edinburgh tomorrow 
and then hold a potluck lunch. Please send letter by courier as to whether you 
will be attending and what you will be bringing. 
 
 The league match went to Newcastle 13-2. The point spread is calculated 
using the following formulation: 

 Δ= [√1]*ƒ(x2-53) – ƒ(x2-53) + y – x, where “y” is Newcastle’s score 
and “x” is Edinburgh’s score. 

 
As one can plainly see, the point spread is 11. 
 
 The game “for funsies” went to Newcastle 4-1. The point spread is 
calculated using the same methodology listed above, thus rendering a point 
spread of 3. 
 
 
CONTINUED BELOW 
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GAME FACTS: 
 
 Where do I begin? Upon entering the auditorium, one Knight quipped 
“Smell that? That’s the smell of victory.” Little did he know, the smell was 
emanating from the opposing team. 
 
 Had it not been for the excellent efforts of Captain Ross the “Hugo Boss”, 
Knight Lukas White, Knight Frankie, Knight Suzie “Two-Zs”, Knight Matt the 
“Door Mat”, “The Great Scott” (Knight Alison Scott), and “The Button” (Knight 
Kitty Dutton), the battle would have been a complete bloodbath. 
 
 Captain Ross the “Hugo Boss” valiantly pushed the team to its limits, 
taking it where no man, woman, or anything in-between has taken it before. With 
impenetrable defense that was penetrated only 17 times by our oppressors, the 
Knights truly demonstrated the fluff of which they are made. 
 
 In the first half of the league match, the Knights were slightly shaky. As 
this was, for many a Knight, the first battle, many were unprepared for what lay 
ahead. But fear not, for the Knights quickly fell into a groove that was far too 
great to be described in detail. With that said, Lukas pulled off an amazing score. 
With just seconds to go, at the bottom of the ninth, two outs and bases loaded, 
Lukas sunk (with perfect technique) a perfect shot. The score was now 7-1. 
 
 

 
(A crowd applauding) 

 In the second half, the Knights were on top form. Extreme improvements 

in offence and defense. In this particular period, Captain Ross the “Hugo Boss” 

scored a beautiful shot against a difficult defender. Spinning around the defender 
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like a snake and creeping up from the side, Ross put up the shot like a pro. Coach 

Alex Fergusson was seen saying “Not in his house. Not. In his. House.” The score 

finished off at 13-2, with our oppressors only scoring 6 times in the latter half – a 

clear sign of defensive improvement. 

 

 


